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s used in this Perspective, strategic stability refers to the

Russian military forces and proxies continue to wage a

probability of strategic nuclear exchange, although there

simmering war in eastern Ukraine. The West sanctions Russia over

have been other definitions—both broader and more

this aggression and provides military training and other nonlethal

narrow. Strategic stability between the United States

aid to Ukraine. Meanwhile, Russian and U.S. air forces are both

and Russia is eroding, and the options for shoring it up are few.

operating in Syria, and while both sides are striking Islamic State

Today’s international security environment includes several

targets, Russian forces have also hit Western-backed rebels opposed

nuclear-armed states. The strategic nuclear relationship between the

to the Bashar al-Assad regime. The probability of such conflicts

United States and Russia, however, remains the most important;

escalating to nuclear war is very low. However, if U.S.-Russian

the two nuclear superpowers have the capacity to carry out large-

conflicts were to become more frequent or take place on a larger

scale, coordinated nuclear strikes that could devastate entire

scale, or if anti-U.S. sentiments in Russia already pumped up by

continents. The factors that have increased the likelihood of

Kremlin propaganda were heightened, the risks of direct U.S.-

strategic nuclear exchange in recent years can be grouped into three

Russian conflict could increase, and possibly even the risks of U.S.-

categories: factors increasing the incidence of war involving the

Russian theater or strategic nuclear exchange.

United States and Russia, factors increasing the risks of escalation
during wars, and factors that reduce crisis stability.

Meanwhile, the escalatory risks of conflict between the
United States and Russia are also increasing. The main reason
for this is Russia’s willingness to use nuclear weapons against a

conventional attack. Although the specifics of this policy remain

violation of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF)

uncertain, and the policy is likely designed to prevent escalation,

Treaty, the U.S. Senate would not give assent to a new treaty.

it does so only by increasing the potential for escalation. Other

If negotiations were to involve further deep cuts, Russia or the

factors, such as reliance on vulnerable space assets for warning and

United States may insist on bringing in other nuclear powers,

other purposes and the potential for both countries to conduct

such as China, France, and the United Kingdom. In addition,

sophisticated cyber espionage and attacks, also increase uncertainty

strategic stability could decrease as deployed strategic forces

and generate potentially escalatory pressures in a crisis. Taken

were reduced, especially if cuts or basing rules were to con-

together, these concerns might make escalation to and across the

strain survivable systems—although cuts could, of course, also

nuclear threshold more difficult to control in the event of a direct

increase stability.

conflict between the United States and Russia.

• Political self-restraint on the part of the United States and the

Crisis stability—meaning the incentive on either side to use

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) might mitigate

nuclear weapons first—may also be decreasing. One reason for this,

Russia’s underlying concern about the overall direction of

as Russian leaders emphasize, is the U.S. development of advanced

U.S. policy, but there are no guarantees. The United States

conventional capabilities, especially missile defenses and hypersonic

and European Union cannot abandon long-standing traditions

glide vehicles. These capabilities are not intended to and are not

of support for open covenants, international law, democracy,

sufficient to prevent Russia from carrying out a large-scale, coordi-

and human rights for an uncertain possibility that doing so

nated second strike, but Russian leaders continue to fear that these

might make Russia feel more secure and thus behave more

U.S. systems, especially if fielded in larger numbers, may become a

predictably.

greater threat to Russia’s second strike capability. Whether Rus-

• Military self-restraint, such as reducing planned NATO

sian concerns run as deep as they claim or whether they are just

missile defense deployments in Europe, which have little

positional negotiation is difficult to know. Nevertheless, insofar as

capacity against Russian strategic offensive forces targeted on

these fears are real, they could create intense escalatory pressure

the United States, would be highly controversial both in the

in a future crisis situation. Escalatory pressures would intensify

United States and in parts of Europe. A credible commitment

if Kremlin leaders came to believe the United States intended to

to restraint would require a significant investment of political

overthrow the regime.

capital to overcome the widespread support for such systems,

Under current conditions, the paths toward strengthening stra-

due to their utility against a range of missile threats from

tegic stability with Russia will be challenging and require sacrifice

countries other than Russia.

on both sides:

• Conventional arms control and confidence-building measures

• Achieving a new treaty to make further reductions in strate-

(CBMs) could reduce the prospect of inadvertent escalation

gic offensive arms will be difficult. Unless Russia corrects its
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up to and across the nuclear threshold. Conventional arms

Some small improvements in strategic
stability might be achieved by strengthening
crisis management and mitigation
mechanisms.

control agreements focused on hotspots such as the Baltic
region might be an option if they increase transparency and
warning times and reduce the chances of an overpowering
surprise attack. However, such accords would require flank
limits of the kind which are neuralgic to Russia, based on the
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty experience
and considering the revanchist emphasis in Russia’s current

Even if the United States seeks to move forward on these

policy toward its neighbors. At a time when the Kremlin is

difficult issues, it can do so only while continuing to invest in the

engaged in military intimidation in the Baltic region, it would

modernization of its nuclear deterrent. The P3 nations (the United

be unlikely to reverse course and slash its forces in western

States, the United Kingdom, and France) and NATO will also need

Russia to a degree sufficient to build confidence that the risks

to continue to coordinate and ensure their declaratory postures and

of a large-scale surprise attack have fallen. At a minimum, to

signaling options are sufficiently robust. To this end it may even-

be successful they would require a significant investment of

tually become necessary to exercise nuclear-capable systems more

capital on the part of the White House as well as, likely, a less

frequently in Europe. In addition, the United States should seek to

noxious overall atmosphere in the bilateral relationship.

establish clearer redlines to support robust cyber deterrence while
reinforcing the fact that any use of nuclear weapons in a conflict

• Some small improvements in strategic stability might be

would fundamentally alter the nature of that conflict, opening

achieved by strengthening crisis management and mitigation

up a Pandora’s box of unpredictable and potentially catastrophic

mechanisms. Mechanisms (such as hotlines) between

consequences.

the United States and Russia exist, but there is room for

Over the medium and long terms, one can hope that current

improvement. The NATO-Russia Council could be a forum

tensions will attenuate. It is also important to recall that some of

for such an effort—for example, by focusing on establishing

the major breakthroughs of the Cold War took place in the face

procedures to reduce the risks of a military accident when

of growing tension, not relaxation in East-West relations. If for

Russian and NATO forces are operating in proximity. The

no reason other than that the stakes are so high, strategic stability

risk of such negotiations breaking down within the Council—

must remain a focal point in future bilateral discussions.

or of Russia using the negotiations for counterproductive
messaging—will, however, remain.

Introduction
Since the end of the Cold War, strategic stability has been on the
defense and security agenda for U.S.-Russian bilateral relations.
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Attention has largely been placed on reductions in the number of

therefore increase. It is an understatement to say that global

nuclear weapons deployed on each side, most notably in the New

thermonuclear war is a low-probability, high-impact event. Hence,
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START treaty. Overall, however, the role of nuclear weapons in

even if the risks remain low, a closer look at how strategic stability

the strategic relationship has receded in relation to other political,

may be changing is warranted. This research offers an initial take

economic, and military issues. This is largely because for most

on the subject.

of the first two decades after the fall of the Berlin Wall, Russian

In keeping with most writing on this subject and the state of

military capabilities were declining, and the overall political

development of the field, this Perspective is a thinkpiece developed

relationship between Russia, NATO, and the United States

as part of a project that involved extensive secondary research

looked to be improving. In the last few years, however, Russian

in Russian and English sources; a series of formal and informal

military capabilities have strengthened considerably, Russia’s

discussions, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense, that

foreign policy has become more aggressive, and the overall political

took place between 2014 and 2016 and that included U.S. senior

and diplomatic relationship has taken a serious turn for the

officials; additional discussions with U.S. and foreign outside

worse. Russian aggression against Ukraine and Georgia, Russian

experts; and our own existing knowledge of the subject.

intervention in Syria, and a buildup of NATO forces and Russian

This report begins with a definition of strategic stability, a

military activities in Europe have all increased tension between the

term that has been used in various ways. The report then offers an

former Cold War adversaries.

analysis of the state of strategic stability today and the factors tend-

Although the world has eight recognized nuclear powers

ing to weaken it. The next section provides a summary of Russian

and at least a few aspirant or unrecognized nuclear powers, the

views on the subject, drawing attention to the challenges created by

U.S.-Russian strategic relationship retains special importance

differing U.S. and Russian definitions. The final section before the

because the United States and Russia are peers when it comes to

conclusion examines a range of potential strategies for strengthen-

their strategic nuclear forces, which are roughly equal in numbers of

ing strategic stability and identifies the opportunities and chal-

delivery systems and warheads under the limits of the New START

lenges involved with each one.

treaty. The United States and Russia are the only two powers—or
dyad—in the international system with the assured capability to

Defining Strategic Stability

annihilate a significant portion of the world’s population in an

Definitions of strategic stability differ in academic and policy
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afternoon. For moral and political—as well as security—reasons,

discussion.3 Although the term was used in the second half of the

both sides have an overarching shared, vital interest in ensuring that

Cold War,4 it has largely come into vogue afterward, when mutual

the risk of global thermonuclear war is minimized.

assured destruction seemed like an anachronism.5 With the end of the
Cold War, policymakers and analysts sought a new term that would

Attention to strategic stability, defined herein as the

offer a more positive framework for defining the strategic nuclear

minimization of the risk of strategic nuclear exchange, should
4

relationship between the United States and Russia. From this came

miscalculation, arms races, and sudden or unexpected technological

mutual assured stability and then strategic stability. Strategic stability

changes in military technology are also important.

has traditionally had two meanings. One definition emphasizes

Some definitions of strategic stability are limited solely to crisis

crisis stability, or the incentives to use nuclear weapons first.

stability.7 But this is too narrow a definition to capture significant

Another definition emphasizes arms race stability, or the incentives

changes afoot in today’s security environment that might influence

to build new nuclear weapons. We propose a definition close to the

the risk of strategic nuclear exchange. Were it possible to ensure

former, but somewhat broader in scope.

military posture and safeguards that prevent the use of strategic
nuclear weapons in the absolute, the impact of other contextual

This definition arises from the observation that the real issue
that we should be concerned about is (rather obviously) the overall

factors would be nil. But prevention is not absolute, so broader

risk of strategic nuclear exchange—and whether that is increasing

contextual factors also impact strategic stability. Defining strategic

or decreasing. On some level, of course, an infinite number of

stability too broadly, however, would of course complicate or even

factors influence this risk. However, there are a few important

stymie the discussion. Therefore, we recommend against including

enough to be singled out. One factor is clearly crisis stability.

all factors that might affect the equation: The term should not be

Because of the destructive capacity of strategic nuclear weapons

a synonym for world order, the balance of power, or other all-

and the difficulty of effective defense against large salvos of ballistic

encompassing concepts, such as the overall strategic balance of the

missiles, nuclear weapons can create severe offensive advantages

world political system.8 (As discussed later, the official Russian

and, hence, incentives for preemption. As long as second-strike

definition of strategic stability is broadening in this manner.)

forces and the associated systems are known to be secure, however,

Instead, strategic stability can be analyzed fruitfully as the product

such incentives are greatly diminished. The chances of escalation

of three factors—incentives to escalate to strategic nuclear attack

across the nuclear threshold, especially at the strategic level, are

(crisis stability), general incentives to escalate (i.e., up to the nuclear

reduced accordingly. No rational command authority would launch

threshold), and the overall prevalence of conflict between the

a nuclear strike against an adversary with the knowledge that doing

nuclear powers. Crisis stability matters for the reasons previously

so would inevitably mean the destruction of one’s own forces and

discussed. Overall tendencies toward escalation also matter,
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nation. The assessment of crisis stability involves a wide range of

however, because the greater the chances that a given conflict will

military factors, both because strategic nuclear forces depend on a

escalate toward the nuclear threshold, the greater the chances of

complex intelligence, command and control, and communications

nuclear conflict itself. By a similar token, the greater the incidence

infrastructure, and because nonnuclear forces, such as long-range

of conflict between nuclear armed powers in the first place, the

conventional strike and ballistic missile defenses, can also influence

greater the overall chances of escalation, including to strategic

the security and usability of the strategic nuclear force. Factors

nuclear exchange.

such as the risk of accidents, mischief, inadvertent escalation,
5

The next section thus examines all three dimensions—cri-

on opposing sides may be facilitated by relatively high confidence

sis stability, broader escalation issues, and the prevalence of war

that such wars will not escalate to nuclear wars.10 The occurrence

involving the nuclear powers.

of local wars, without escalation to direct confrontation between
the superpowers, might thus mistakenly be viewed as evidence that

Factors Influencing Strategic Stability Between the

there is little risk of nuclear escalation and, hence, that strategic

United States and Russia Today

stability is high. However, the prevalence of local war is evidence

The factors weakening strategic stability can be grouped according

only that strategic stability is judged to be high by those who engage

to three categories: (1) factors increasing the overall incidence of

in such wars. This does not mean that strategic stability is in fact

war involving the United States and Russia, (2) factors tending

high, because the judgments of those who engage in such wars may

to increase the potential for such wars to escalate to the strategic

be wrong. The prevalence of local war involving nuclear powers is

nuclear level, and (3) crisis stability.

thus at best an ancillary indicator of overall strategic stability.

Increased Incidence of War Involving U.S. and Russian

Increased Risks of Escalation

Proxies

Even acknowledging the increased prevalence of conflict, the argu-

The potential for conflict between the United States and Russia

ment could be made that strategic stability is unchanged because

is growing largely due to the increased prevalence of limited war

most of the current points of tension between the United States

involving proxies of the nuclear superpowers. Russia has risked

and Russia are in the unconventional and conventional arenas. This

limited war against Georgia and Ukraine, countries aligned to

would be a mistake, however, because the escalatory potential of

varying degrees with the United States and NATO. The United

contemporary conflict has increased due to developments in doctrine

States and Russia have also engaged in a limited but increasingly

and technology since the 1990s. For one, increased ambiguity in

bloody war in Syria, on whose soil Russia maintains a military

Russian nuclear doctrine has generated escalatory pressures on the

9

base. Given the potential for accidents and miscalculation and

United States—contrary to the stated intention of that doctrine.

the lack of a functioning forum for discussion and resolution

In addition, the growing importance of space and, especially, cyber

of disputes, there are real, if limited, risks that conflict between

warfare generates additional escalatory pressures for several reasons.

proxies or allies of the United States and Russia might escalate to

Finally, the erosion of knowledge about strategic nuclear weapons

regional or general conflicts between the United States and Russia,

may also add to escalatory potential.

which could eventually escalate to nuclear war.
Ambiguity in Russian Nuclear Doctrine

Local conflicts, of course, need not escalate to general or
nuclear war. Indeed, according to the stability-instability paradox,

Russian leaders have made it clear that they view their nuclear

limited war involving allies or proxies of the nuclear superpowers

arsenal as a guarantee of their security and continue to view it as an
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equalizer that compensates for U.S. conventional overmatch. Russia

location of the threat that it would consider a vital interest that

reserves the right to use nuclear weapons in response to nuclear

calls for the use of nuclear weapons.

attacks against Russia or “when the state’s very existence has been

This ambiguity has raised U.S. and European concerns that

threatened,” regardless of whether the threat is nuclear. It is worth

the nuclear taboo may be weakening in Russian strategic thinking.

quoting Russian doctrine more fully:

The possibility that Russia might detonate a nuclear weapon
to underscore its commitment and stake during an offensive

The Russian Federation shall reserve for itself the right to employ

conventional attack on NATO is very remote but, for these

nuclear weapons in response to the use against it and/or its allies of

reasons, cannot be ruled out. The most widely discussed scenario

nuclear and other kinds of weapons of mass destruction, as well as

involves a nonlethal Russian nuclear detonation at the outset of a

in the case of aggression against the Russian Federation with use
of conventional weapons when the state’s very existence has been

conventional Russian attack on the Baltic States or possibly quickly

threatened.11

after the Baltic States have been seized to deter a NATO response.
In this case, the nuclear detonation would aim to cow European

More specifically, Russian doctrine discusses the possibility

publics, divide NATO, and thus undermine U.S. will for a military

of first nuclear use in response to a massed conventional attack on

rejoinder.

Russia.12
It is thus clear, according to Russia’s stated doctrine, that

Risks of Escalation in the Cyber Domain

Russia is prepared to initiate the use of nuclear weapons if its vital

The growing importance of space-based assets and introduction of

interests are threatened. For example, nuclear use might begin

cyber weapons has also added uncertainty to contemporary con-

with a high-altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) detonation

flict. As discussed later, both domains are linked to crisis stability.

or limited tactical nuclear use against a military target for the

Aside from that, cyber adds escalatory potential to any conflict.

purpose of signaling resolve and demonstrating stake, under

Cyber weapons pose multiple types of escalatory risk. First,

circumstances when Russian conventional forces are judged to be

unknown effects; the timing and effects of cyber attacks can be

overwhelmed and the existence of the Russian state is thus under

difficult to predict. With any military strike, collateral damage is

threat. What is less clear is what else Russia might consider to be

always possible. With most conventional attacks, however, methods

a vital interest important enough to justify nuclear first use (i.e.,

of assessing and avoiding collateral damage are fairly highly

beyond the circumstances that are clear from its stated doctrine).

developed. This is not the case with cyber weapons, where the risk

Such imminences as a direct threat to the regime or the destruction

of unintended damage is much higher. Clearly such weapons thus

or disabling of a major part of Russia’s military apparatus might,

increase the risk of escalation.

for example, fall into this category. Russia has chosen, however,

Cyber weapons also create attribution risk effects. Unlike

to leave some ambiguity as to the size, extent, and geographical

conventional attacks, cyber attacks can be difficult to attribute
7

with precision to specific actors. In the event of a significant cyber

of an escalating nuclear exchange. Meanwhile, expertise in strate-

attack, pressure to respond either with commensurate cyber or

gic nuclear dynamics has atrophied on both sides. In the United

other force will be immediate. Depending on circumstances, the

States, the overall role of nuclear weapons in U.S. defense policy

decision may be made to retaliate without perfect knowledge of

has declined, and the focus within the community of nuclear

the origin of the attack. If the forensics on which the attribution

experts has shifted away from the dynamics of conflict with peer

is based turns out to be erroneous, then the retaliation will have

adversaries to conflict with rogue states such as Iran and North

constituted a significant escalation in the conflict.

Korea. Overall, general levels of concern with nuclear war have

There is also a principal-agent issue that arises in the way that

diminished, and attention to the possibility has declined in public
debate.13

some cyber weapons are developed. The use of surrogates for cyber
operations adds a degree of unpredictability to conflict in the
cyber domain. Russian cyber capabilities are, in particular, reputed

Crisis Stability

to be linked to a loose group of cyber mercenaries and patriotic

Crisis stability is based upon the infallibility and resilience of com-

“hacktivists.” Russia’s ability to control the actions of these activists

mand and control and delivery systems. The first challenge in this

in the event of a conflict could prove limited. If this is the case,

area is the development of advanced U.S. conventional capabilities,

the mercenaries and activists could carry out attacks on their own

which Russia has claimed undermine its deterrent and are thus

initiative—and perhaps for their own reasons—that escalate the

inherently destabilizing.
Changes in the international security environment have led

conflict.

the United States to develop conventional weapons that Russia

Finally, since the ability to conduct cyber attacks depends
on keeping cyber vulnerabilities secret, both sides may fear that

may believe compromise its second strike capability. In the post–

their adversaries possess cyber capabilities that have far-reaching

Cold War era, the advance of technology and fallibility of the

destructive potential. This fear, in turn, could increase incentives

international counterproliferation regime have allowed Iran, North

to escalate, as well as grounds for misperceiving certain activities

Korea, Pakistan, and India to acquire or, in Iran’s case, approach

in cyberspace as preludes to more far-reaching attacks that in fact

the acquisition of nuclear weapons. In the 1990s, with the Soviet

are not in the works. In such circumstances, retaliation could again

threat gone and the threat from Russia judged to be minimal for

occur for the wrong reasons, unnecessarily escalating a conflict.

political as well as military reasons, the need to deter and defend
the United States and its allies against Iran and North Korea in

Atrophying Nuclear Expertise and New Nuclear Challenges

particular came to the fore. However, some questioned whether

Increasing political confrontation and the risk of conventional and

traditional nuclear deterrence could be effective when it came

subconventional conflict, linked with increasing indications of Rus-

to dealing with an impoverished, authoritarian state like North

sia’s lower threshold for nuclear use, translate into increasing risk

Korea. Not only was the rationality of its leadership in question,
8

and numerical grounds. Even Russian President Vladimir Putin

Overall, general levels of concern with
nuclear war have diminished, and attention
to the possibility has declined in public
debate.

publicly recognized in 2015 that U.S. ballistic missile defense and
prompt global strike cannot currently undermine Russian strategic
nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, he and other Russian leaders
continue to voice concerns regarding the future trajectory of such
systems.17
Russia is thus developing a variety of weapons to mitigate or

but the credibility of the U.S. threat to use nuclear weapons

degrade those U.S. conventional capabilities it believes threaten its

against a country in which the vast majority of the citizenship

nuclear deterrent. For example, Russia claims it is developing ultra-

was starving (not to mention subject to brutal dictatorship) could

quiet attack and ballistic missile submarines, a “Status 6” trans-

also be judged questionable. To avoid such problems and more

oceanic land attack nuclear torpedo, hypersonic glide vehicles, and

broadly reduce the need for nuclear weapons, the United States

missile penetration aides or decoys.18 Russia is also fielding its own

developed missile defense and conventional strike capabilities (in

conventional precision strike capabilities to achieve strategic effects,

particular conventionally armed hypersonic glide cruise missiles,

such as modernized short-range ballistic missiles, extended-range

sometimes called prompt global strike) that would allow it to defend

air-launched cruise missiles, and hypersonic land-attack cruise

itself while potentially disarming an emerging nuclear power with

missiles.19 Russia has also made progress bolstering its strategic air

conventional forces.

defense network along its western and southern borders.
It is not hard to question the credibility of Russian statements

Russia insists that these capabilities threaten its nuclear
forces and has strongly objected to what it considers to be the

regarding the threat that the new U.S. “triad” poses to its systems.

emergence of a new U.S. “triad.”14 In Russian thinking, this new

Such statements often appear to be made for tactical negotiating

triad—including missile defense, conventional hypersonic glide,

purposes. Russia may be inflating or overstating its concerns to

and space-enabled capabilities—complements the existing U.S.

gain negotiating advantage, to impede the development of these

nuclear triad. Russia worries that U.S. advances in missile defense

U.S. capabilities, or to justify an aggressive buildup of its own.

could allow the United States to survive a Russian second strike at

After all, Russian concerns about advanced U.S. conventional

an “acceptable” level of damage,15 just as hypersonic glide vehicles

capabilities are clearly not limited to the impact these systems

could allow the United States to conduct a “bolt out of the blue”

have on Russian strategic nuclear forces. Russia is also concerned

disarming strike on Russian nuclear forces without the use of

that missile defense could more broadly shift the military balance

nuclear weapons.16 Clearly, these concerns are overstated, and

in NATO’s favor in Europe, if missile defense interceptors were

U.S. officials have frequently pointed this out on technological

modified to serve as conventional cruise missiles, or by reducing
the effectiveness of Russian tactical ballistic missiles, and depriving
9

Russia of coercive options that it may hope to gain from its current
modernization program.

nuclear systems. Even if such attacks did not actually threaten

20

such systems—for example, due to the existence of redundant

The problem is that, in a crisis situation, Russia’s beliefs about

systems—they could be interpreted as demonstrating a willingness

U.S. capabilities matter far more than what U.S. capabilities and

to threaten such systems, and this could matter almost as much

intentions may actually be, and sufficient evidence exists to con-

during a crisis.

clude that Russia is genuinely concerned by the cumulative effects
of missile defense, prompt global strike, and other U.S. conven-

Russian Concerns with Strategic Stability

tional capabilities for its nuclear deterrent—even if less than it says.

One major challenge in finding common ground on the question of

Russian planners may also believe U.S. systems to be more capable

strategic stability with Russia is that Russian leaders tend to prefer

than they in fact are. In short, if Russia believes that the United

an all-encompassing definition of the issue, one that is difficult for

States has the ability, through conventional means, to destroy

their U.S. interlocutors to accept. Indeed, at a certain point, Rus-

enough of its second strike capability, overall strategic stability is

sia’s conception of strategic stability no longer implies mutual effort

weakened.

to avoid nuclear war, but rather becomes a kind of “diplomatic

In addition to these concerns, which tend to be foremost in

spackling paste” that covers all of Russia’s security concerns, such

discussions of strategic stability, developments in cyber and space

that anything that Russia perceives to be detrimental to its security

also have implications for crisis stability. Just as cyber introduces

is characterized as destabilizing.22
In the Soviet era, Russian thinking about strategic stability

potentially escalatory effects into contemporary conflict (as
discussed earlier), it also creates potential problems when it comes

roughly paralleled that of the United States in its focus on

to second strike capability. Cyber weapons might, theoretically

traditional deterrence concepts such as parity, mutual assured

at least, be used to disable critical nuclear-related command

destruction, and the preservation of a second strike capability.23

and control nodes. Clearly, if cyber attacks—purposefully or

Later in the Soviet period, deterrence theories expanded to

inadvertently—affect the systems on which strategic nuclear forces

minimizing first strike incentives.24 The Soviets believed that a

rely, or are perceived to have this effect, they can become highly

combination of conventional and nuclear forces would achieve

escalatory during a nuclear crisis if a national command authority

strategic balance between blocs, so that neither side could achieve

is led to believe that its second strike capability has been or might

a degree of superiority that might lead one side to gamble on war.

soon be compromised. Similarly, in space, many U.S. capabilities

In its essence, the core of current Russian thinking about strategic

and operations depend on space assets, creating incentive to strike

stability continues in this vein, with an emphasis on second strike

21

such assets. Strikes on space-based assets for other military

stability as well as the overall balance of power. However, Russia

objectives could unintentionally damage critical strategic command

now includes a much greater range of factors in its estimation of

and control, early warning, or other systems, thereby threatening

strategic balance.25 Strategic stability in Russian discourse has, for
10

some Russian authors, become an abstract concept that implies

From their perspective, alleged U.S. information operations—and

a state of general equilibrium in the international order in which

U.S. democracy promotion activities in particular—were root

military, political, economic, and other factors are decreasing the

causes of the color revolutions in Ukraine and Georgia, which they

26

overall level of military threat and conflict. From this perspective,

revile, as well as catalysts for the overthrow of authoritarian rulers

strategic stability becomes about reducing U.S. relative power in

during the Arab Spring. According to this way of thinking, the

general—and as such is not an issue the United States will ever be

information sphere is crucial to military-political stability. Without

inclined to discuss.

control over the information domain, Russian leaders fear they will

Russian analysts and officials often highlight two components

never achieve political stability at home or in their neighborhood.

of strategic stability—military-strategic and military-political stabil-

Without political stability, they argue, conflict will be pervasive,

ity. From the current Russian perspective, both of these compo-

and strategic stability is not possible.29
The Kremlin’s desire to include the information domain as a

nents were thrown out of balance in the 1990s, creating instability
in the former Soviet Union and Middle East. In Putin’s view,

key factor in strategic stability greatly broadens the scope of the

because Russia was not militarily strong enough to deter hegemonic

issue beyond the nuclear while putting Russian official thinking

overreach on the part of the United States in the early 2000s, stra-

about strategic stability at odds with long-standing U.S. support to

tegic stability was replaced with instability and military-political

democratic movements and freedom of information. This seriously

defeats for Russia.
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complicates discussions on strategic stability.

Political factors, however, are as important as military factors
to current Russian thinking about strategic stability. Underpinning

Possibilities for Strengthening Strategic Stability

Russia’s vision of strategic stability is a vision of military-political

In the face of these challenges to strategic stability and despite the

stability according to which global order is characterized by bal-

fact that Russian and U.S. definitions of strategic stability differ,

anced, sovereign “poles” that come together to solve global crises

the United States and Russia still share a deep interest in avoiding

28

through “mutually agreed upon plans,” as opposed to a unilateral

nuclear war. This should be grounds for continued efforts to

response. By this definition, strategic stability ultimately implies a

strengthen strategic stability over the near and medium terms. The

multipolar state system in which major states each preserve their

way ahead is challenging, however, and meaningful progress will

sphere of influence. Nuclear capable poles with mutually accept-

require courage and sacrifices on both sides. This section assesses

able levels of conventional arms would balance each other’s global

some possible vectors ahead.

ambitions, while each center of power would be free from outside
Further Numerical Reductions in Nuclear Forces

interference in regional economic and political affairs.
Concern with military-political balance is why Russian leaders

One vector might be to pursue further numerical reductions in

also view information security as important to strategic stability.

nuclear forces, including reduction to zero, as once proposed by the
11

Obama administration. Advocates of this approach highlight the

A U.S. decision to reduce or not to pursue
capabilities that Russia believes may be used
to target Russian strategic systems would
probably reduce concern within Russia about
the security of its second strike, and hence
improve strategic stability.

U.S. commitment to disarmament in the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT), past U.S. policy statements, the potential for accidents and miscalculation, the financial costs, and the moral imperative to rid the world of weapons that kill in such huge numbers.30
Strategic stability would clearly be strengthened infinitely were the
objectives of the “global zero” nuclear disarmament movement to
be achieved. Without nuclear weapons the risks of nuclear war are,
de facto, nil. Further, to the extent that larger arsenals increase the
risk of accidents and miscalculation, disarmament may also reduce

several reasons, including (1) the need for agreement by the other

the risk of nuclear use and improve strategic stability.

nuclear states, (2) growing U.S. capabilities for ballistic missile

However, further nuclear disarmament and especially achieving “global zero” will be a huge challenge. One issue is that at levels

defense, (3) the potential for long-range conventional precision

significantly lower than those prescribed in the New START treaty,

strike to threaten the Russian nuclear deterrent, and (4) the

such negotiations must be multilateralized. Otherwise, China

U.S. militarization of space.33 Hence, even though a global nuclear

could gain an advantage over the United States and Russia. How-

reduction is a stated Russian policy goal,34 as long as Russia remains

ever, the prospects of such multilateral negotiations will be signifi-

concerned that growing U.S. conventional capabilities threaten

cantly more complicated given likely U.S. and Russian demands for

its strategic nuclear forces, it is unlikely to agree to any further

continued superior nuclear arsenals and the consequent challenge

limitation on those nuclear forces.35
Third, moving toward disarmament will also require reduc-

of codifying inequality in a multilateral arms control agreement.31

tions in tactical nuclear weapons, and this will also be challeng-

An additional challenge is that strategic stability could
actually decrease temporarily as the number of nuclear weapons is

ing for Russia. The United States has sought reductions of and

reduced—although it could also increase stability if the agreement

transparency on Russia’s large tactical nuclear weapon arsenal,

is structured correctly. From the Russian perspective, reductions

which includes a wide range of weapons that can be deployed on

in the nuclear realm with no reductions or counterbalances in the

short- and intermediate-range systems. Russia has rejected such

conventional realm could make second strike capabilities more

demands, in part because tactical nuclear weapons are a key part of

vulnerable, especially if there is limited adaptation to make the

its strategy for addressing its conventional inferiority to the United

strategic forces more survivable.32 Indeed, according to a Russian

States, NATO, and China.36

source, in 2016 Russia rejected a proposal by the United States

Finally, unless Russia corrects its violation of the INF

to reduce strategic weapons below the levels of New START for

Treaty, the U.S. Senate is almost certain to deny its assent to a

12

new strategic arms treaty. Given these challenges, uni-, bi-, and

and that Russia could be emboldened by U.S. accommodation to

multilateral numerical reductions significantly below the New

make further claims and pursue more-aggressive foreign policies.
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START levels, including to zero, are unlikely in the near and the

Moreover, the United States would be challenged to make a

medium terms. This does not preclude making such reductions

credible commitment to such a policy, and Russian leaders might

a long-term objective of U.S. policy, but disarmament will be a

fear a reversal of course at a later date.

difficult path toward shoring up the recent degradation in strategic
stability.

Military Self-Restraint
The United States has it within its power to self-limit the develop-

Political Self-Restraint

ment and deployment of those systems that Russia believes to be

Theoretically, the political conflicts undermining strategic stability

detrimental to its retaliatory nuclear capability and thus possibly

could be mitigated if the United States were to cede to Russia

strengthen strategic stability. For example, the United States might

the “sphere of influence” that Putin claims for it, for example by

unilaterally announce a limitation or reversal of its missile defense

reducing democracy promotion activities in the non-NATO post-

plans for Europe. Alternatively, the United States might theoreti-

Soviet space and closing the door to further enlargement of NATO

cally cease development of conventional prompt global strike, or

(and the European Union) in the region. Accommodation of this

unilaterally declare an intention to somehow limit the system it

kind might signal to Russia that the United States has no intention

deploys once prompt global strike has been developed. A U.S. deci-

of regime change in Moscow, a fact that many Russian leaders seem

sion to reduce or not to pursue capabilities that Russia believes may

to doubt. Accommodation could improve strategic stability by

be used to target Russian strategic systems would probably reduce

reducing the risk of military conflict in politically contested areas,

concern within Russia about the security of its second strike, and

such as Ukraine or the Baltic states, and reducing the incidence of

hence improve strategic stability.

conflict, including proxy conflict.

Unilateral limitations on missile defense deployments in

Such a policy, however, is clearly fraught, because it is so clearly

Europe, however, would be difficult for both alliance and domestic

out of line with long-standing U.S. foreign policy traditions seeking

political reasons in the United States. Missile defense and prompt

to protect individual freedoms and support democratic forces

global strike have crucial applications beyond Russia, as discussed

worldwide. Additionally, it is not at all clear that accommodating

previously. Given the growing concern about conventional conflict

Russia, for example, in Ukraine would satiate the Kremlin’s desire

with Russia in Europe, some ballistic missile defenses in Europe

for security. Even with accommodation in former Soviet countries,

may be needed to address the threat of Russian conventional

the potential for military conflict would remain. U.S. strategy must

ballistic missile attack, and such deployments may be feasible

also account for the possibility that Russian ambitions will not be

without threatening Russian strategic systems.38 Indeed, Moscow at

limited to those countries claimed as part of its sphere of influence,

times seems unaware that its aggression in Ukraine and elsewhere
13

the acquisition of prompt global strike, Russia may still perceive

If the prevalence and escalatory potential of
local wars degrade strategic stability today,
measures to limit or prevent local wars
clearly strengthen it.

a threat to its strategic forces from other conventional systems
in the future, or leverage claims that it sees such a threat to gain
advantage in negotiations.39
It is highly unlikely that the United States would self-limit
without making reciprocal or parallel demands on Russia.

only tends to strengthen the case for the deployment of the

Conventional Arms Control and Confidence-Building

conventional systems it objects to the most. U.S. allies, such as

Measures

Romania and Poland, where ballistic missile defenses are currently

If the prevalence and escalatory potential of local wars degrade stra-

deployed, would strongly oppose any compromise of U.S. missile

tegic stability today, measures to limit or prevent local wars clearly

defense and, in fact, may seek greater capabilities in the region.

strengthen it. Such measures might be achieved through conven-

Self-limitations on the overall or deployed numbers of future

tional confidence-building measures or arms control agreements.

prompt global strike weapons may be somewhat more feasible

CBMs, such as joint monitoring of exercises, can reduce uncertain

if only because those systems have yet to be fully developed and

and inadvertent escalation from large-scale exercises and other

deployed. There are concerns about the cost of such systems, and

military deployments. The 2011 Vienna Document (V-Doc), for

the numbers required for their stated purposes may be low enough

example, provides a framework for notification and joint monitor-

so as not to factor into crisis stability in the ways that Russia fears

ing of some military activities under the Organisation for Security

they will. The benefits of self-restraint in this area could be limited

and Co-operation in Europe, and there are ongoing discussions

if Russia were unable to verify to its satisfaction that the United

about updating the V-Doc to provide enhanced information-shar-

States was in fact abiding by its self-imposed limits, but there may

ing.40 Another possibility is the development of an update to the

be ways to overcome this problem.

CFE treaty, which would create limits on the deployment of forces

In considering military self-restraint, it is also worth

around key potential flashpoints such as the Baltic States, Black

considering that a range of other U.S. systems may be problematic

Sea, Caucasus, and other areas.41

from the Russian perspective. Russian analysts note that long-range

One particularly attractive possibility in this area would

precision strikes from a variety of air, ground, and naval platforms

be conventional arms control at the subregional level. NATO

could threaten Russian strategic nuclear forces or command

might even use the evolving changes in its force structure in

and control in the same way as prompt global strike, though in

the Baltic Region as a basis for future discussions with Russia

practice it may be difficult for conventional cruise missiles to

about subregional arms control to the overall benefit of regional

penetrate hardened targets. Even if the United States were to limit

stability—and, by extension, strategic stability.42 Efforts to establish
14

CBMs and especially subregional arms control arrangements

NATO missile defense plans that would demonstrate the truth

should remain on the table in bilateral discussions.

in U.S. claims that the system was focused on threats from Iran

The challenge in this area will be that the United States and

and other nonstate actors and without capability against Russia’s

Russia have very different goals for, and perspectives about, the

nuclear deterrent. But despite the fact that greater transparency

potential for conventional arms control and CBMs. Russia also

of U.S. missile defense capabilities is a stated Russian goal, these

does not currently participate in the CFE treaty and has violated

proposals ultimately proved unachievable. Russia insisted that any

the INF treaty by testing a ground-launched cruise missile to inter-

such agreement be enshrined in a “legally binding treaty,” a request

43

mediate range. Moreover, so long as Russia remains in violation of

that was known by all to be impossible due to strong objections

INF, any additional arms control agreement with Russia is bound

from Senate Republicans. The U.S. offer of an executive agreement

to run up against resistance in the Senate.

44

was deemed by Russia insufficient. It is possible that Russia may

For their part, Russians have argued that NATO undermined

be unable to sign or uninterested in signing an agreement to build

the CFE treaty by failing to accommodate its interests in Georgia,

confidence on missile defense or other contested issues absent

Ukraine, and other states along its borders, and that NATO’s

overall Western accommodation of its political interests.

reinforcement of its force posture in the Baltics is threatening.

These challenges notwithstanding, both sides have an interest

Further, Russia has argued that the United States has violated the

in pursing CBMs, for example, around the Baltic region. Russia

INF treaty by using intermediate-range ballistic missiles in its

may now judge that it has less of an interest than the United States

missile defense tests, by deploying armed unmanned aerial vehicles

due to the geographical advantages it enjoys there, but as U.S. force

of intermediate range, and by building ballistic missile defense

posture becomes more robust, Russian leaders may come to see a

interceptor launcher systems in Romania and Poland that it claims

greater practical benefit in CBMs there and elsewhere.

could be used to launch banned cruise or ballistic missiles of
intermediate range.45

Measures to Strengthen Crisis Management and Mitigation

Recent efforts to develop improved transparency measures

During a crisis, the need for effective communication between

have also failed. During the 2010–2011 “reset” of U.S.-Russia

and among multiple capitals could be a critical factor in ensuring

relations, the United States proposed developing a U.S.-Russia

that intentions are effectively communicated and, therefore, for

missile defense cooperation capability that would have allowed

deescalation. Potential crises could arise from the current conflicts

Russia insight into the disposition of U.S. missile defense assets in

in Ukraine, Syria, or Georgia. An error at sea or in the air could

Europe. Similarly, in 2013, the United States proposed the annual

similarly trigger inadvertent escalation of a dangerous kind. The

exchange of information about key missile defense capabilities,

tendency toward escalation within the Russian military may be

46

including number of interceptors and launchers. The aim of these

particularly high due to a culture in which the admission of fault

proposals was a significant increase in the transparency of U.S. and

is strongly discouraged. In 2015, the increase in air incidents in
15

Northern Europe was a reminder of the potential for such acci-

Conclusion

dents, as was the shootdown of a Russian Su-24 by a Turkish F-16

There are serious challenges ahead for the United States and

in November 2015. Continued military operations in Syria by the

Russia when it comes to strengthening strategic stability. The

United States, Russia, and other countries could also lead to escala-

overall negative tenor of U.S.-Russia relations—including

tory accidents.

the challenge of an agreement on Syria, the INF treaty, and

One candidate for strengthening crisis management is the

disagreement about Ukraine—will make it difficult to find a way

NATO-Russia Council (NRC). Since its inception in 2002, the

forward. Nuclear deterrence will thus continue to be a core part

NRC has focused primarily on political discussion and high-

of the U.S. security policy when it comes to Russia. This requires

level strategic issues. In 2010, a number of working groups were

continued investment in nuclear modernization and effective

established to pursue more-concrete forms of cooperation—for

messaging both in the United States and around the world that

example, in counterpiracy, counterterrorism, and other subjects

nuclear weapons remain a vital part of the U.S. military arsenal;

judged to be of mutual interest to NATO and Russia. The

and that the United States remains militarily, politically, and

deterioration of the relationship between Russia and NATO since

psychologically prepared to employ nuclear weapons in the

2014, however, has brought the constructive work of the NRC to

defense of vital U.S. interests.

a halt. More recently, some observers have raised the idea of the

Especially given indications that Russia may have a lower

NRC developing new crisis-management functions, for example

threshold for nuclear use, particularly of nonstrategic nuclear

by opening a new line of communication between NATO and

weapons, Washington should make clear to Moscow in diplomatic

Russia. This would enable individual NATO members to have

channels and publicly that it would consider any use of a nuclear

a platform to communicate with Russia in the event of a crisis

weapon—no matter how small or discriminate—as crossing a

outside of bilateral channels. Alternatively, the council might take

threshold that has not been breached for more than 70 years, and

up the issue of how NATO and Russia might establish procedures

that nuclear use would dramatically change the situation, opening

to reduce the chances of an accident when NATO and Russian

a Pandora’s box of unpredictable and potentially catastrophic con-

aircraft are operating in proximity—although it is uncertain

sequences. The goal would be to raise the prospect in the minds of

what Russia’s attitude toward such an effort might be. Ensuring

the Russian leadership that Russian first use would almost certainly

strong bilateral channels of communication may therefore be

trigger an American nuclear response and thereby help deter the

the best crisis management option available. NATO officials

Kremlin from first use.47

question the feasibility of greater cooperation within the NRC, in

Washington should also develop and articulate a clear policy

particular noting that there is high risk of negotiations within the

regarding cyber deterrence. That policy should clarify the kinds of

NRC breaking down and undermining the overall potential for

cyberattacks against the United States, U.S. allies, or U.S. forces

productive discussions between the United States and Russia.
16

that would be considered unacceptable and likely to draw a

a means of transparency and confidence-building on their own and

U.S. response. Such redlines would help to strengthen strategic

leave open the possibility of a more productive relationship with

stability. Certainly, attribution could be a challenge, but it is in the

Russia in the future. Some of the key stabilizing agreements of the

U.S. interest and in the interest of strategic stability to try to deter

Cold War developed as a result of some of the moments of greatest

certain types of cyberattacks.
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tension. The Cuban Missile Crisis contributed to the Strategic

Conventional deterrence measures to reduce the prevalence

Arms Limitation Talks of the 1970s, just as the Soviet-American

of small wars will also be needed. For example, the deployment of

tensions engendered during the early Reagan administration

U.S. and NATO forces at appropriate levels in central Europe is

eventually contributed to the signing of the INF treaty.49
Achieving a truly stable balance will not be easy. It is a

important to reducing the risk of conflict with Russia in the Baltic
States. Similarly, efforts to strengthen the political, economic, and

paradox that some risk of nuclear war may be necessary to

military capabilities of non-NATO allies susceptible to Russian

sustain U.S. power and the role of the United States in ensuring

interference, if well handled, should also help to reduce incentives

predictability in today’s international security environment.

for Russian aggression and, thereby, the incidence of small wars

Nevertheless, persistent vigilance about trends in strategic

along Russia’s periphery.

stability is crucial. The United States and Russia both share an
interest in strengthening strategic stability and should continue to

This noted, the challenges ahead for strengthening strategic

seek ways to engage constructively on the issue.

stability via arms control and other measures do not mean such
discussions should be abandoned—indeed, such negotiations offer
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